Photophysical studies on the supramolecular photochirogenesis for the photocyclodimerization of 2-anthracenecarboxylate within human serum albumin.
The mechanism for the chirogenesis in the photocyclodimerization of 2-anthracenecarboxylate (AC) bound to human serum albumin (HSA) was investigated using time-resolved fluorescence measurements in the presence of HSA inhibitors and/or an AC singlet excited state quencher. The photophysical studies were correlated with product studies to explain the high enantiomeric excess (ee) observed for the chiral photoproducts. AC binds to HSA in five different binding sites with decreasing affinities. AC bound to the sites with the highest affinity (sites 1 and 2) is unreactive, and the AC can be displaced from these sites by the use of known inhibitors. Time-resolved fluorescence studies isolated a singlet excited state AC bound to a site which exhibited moderate protection from interactions with species in the aqueous phase. This site was assigned to binding site 3, where the chiral photoproducts are formed with a high ee based on the correlation of the photophysical studies with product studies in the presence of a quencher. These results show that the use of inhibitors for multiple binding site proteins is useful to uncover the properties of binding sites for which guest binding has only moderate affinity and where the photophysical characterization of these binding sites is not possible in the absence of inhibitors.